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CellemetryXG™ powers the Numerex® family
of M2M solutions and the solutions of
our industry-leading partners and developers.

Powering M2M Communications

A History of Excellence

CellemetryXG powers wireless machine-to-machine (M2M) communications for a variety of services that remotely monitor, measure, and
track remote assets. A two-way wireless data network that uses standard cellular infrastructure to transport small packets of telemetry
messages, CellemetryXG is the ideal communications platform to deliver
M2M data dependably and quickly.

With a heritage of network quality, reliability, performance, and capacity,
CellemetryXG was originally developed by Bellsouth for use in its own
network. Through Numerex’s commitment to partnering and innovation,
CellemetryXG today is the most expansive, terrestrial-based wireless
telemetry data network in the Americas. The network coverage footprint
has grown dramatically since its inception, now covering all of North
America and much of South America and the Caribbean. In fact,
CellemetryXG is the most extensive and proven network of its kind.

Using CellemetryXG, your remote assets can be polled, monitored, and
managed from central locations. That machine data is captured and
transmitted to the Numerex Operations Center, where it is encrypted and
securely delivered to your enterprise for action.
Through Numerex’s close relationships with all of the primary, and most
of the secondary, cellular carriers, the CellemetryXG near-ubiquitous network is fast, reliable, and cost-effective. CellemetryXG’s patented technology
has been licensed to strategic service partners and application developers
who are providing a broad range of applications and solutions in many
areas, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Vending Machines
Monitored Security Alarms
Railroad Crossings
Cable TV Power Supplies
Water, Waste &
Environmental Systems

•
•
•
•
•

Uninterruptible Power Supplies
Electric Power Lines
Gas & Oil Pipelines & Tanks
Container Tracking
Fleet Vehicle Location & Tracking

The focus on network technology and transactions is not where
CellemetryXG ends, however. Numerex believes that M2M success
depends on more than the network.
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More than a Network

Tangible Business Benefits

With Numerex, CellemetryXG is more than a network. We focus on
delivering value from one end of the network to the other through our
end-to-end approach:

Cost-Effective: CellemetryXG provides cost-effective M2M wireless
communications alternatives for almost all telemetry applications.
CellemetryXG doesn’t require you to invest significant capital or retool
existing systems to begin realizing business benefits.

Certified monitoring and communication devices are easily installed on your
machines or facilities to get you operational quickly.
High-power connectivity through our large redundant footprint facilitates
communication with your remote assets—whether they are in Maine,
Mexico, or anywhere in between.
Numerex’s Carrier-Grade Operations Center works 24 hours a day to safeguard and manage your data and overall solution performance.
Experienced industry-leading partners deliver unequalled coverage, reliability,
industry expertise, and support—rapidly and cost-effectively.

Rapid Time to Market: A proven, flexible solution, CellemetryXG speeds
time to market, allowing you and your customers to roll out new products
and services quickly.
Reliable and Secure: With full redundancy and an expansive footprint,
CellemetryXG is the most reliable wireless data network. This assures you
of continued coverage and capacity, without costly transmission quality
and security problems.
CellemetryXG Fast Facts
•
•
•
•

Partnered with more than 50 carriers
Transmits more than a million messages a day
Wireless vending intelligence market leader in Latin America
The most extensive coverage available across North
and South America
• Carrier-Grade Numerex Operations Center: Secure, dependable 24/7
availability, 365 days of the year
• Proven delivery with the best solutions partners in the business
• More than a decade of industry-leading network solutions

Numerex M2M Solutions Powered by CellemetryXG include: VendView™, the vending intelligence solution; Uplink™, the security and facilities
monitoring solution; and Mobile Guardian®, the vehicle location and recovery solution.
Numerex’s M2M wireless business has focused on technologies that have a proven record of coverage and performance as well as a clear migration
path to future offerings. We believe that our proprietary and patent-pending digital and SMS solutions, coupled with current and future digital cellular
technologies, will protect our customers’ investment and provide Numerex with a vibrant suite of product solutions for the future.
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